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Brian James

EDITORIAL
AAPPS and its Bulletin
The Australian Institute of Physics is one of 
the 17 member societies of the Association 
of Asia Pacific Physical Societies (AAPPS). 
AAPPS has a strong recognition in East 
Asia, and sees itself as a third regional 
organisation on a par with the American 
Physical Society and the European Physi-
cal Society. About a year ago the AIP executive nominated me for 
membership of the Editorial Board of the AAPPS Bulletin and in 
this capacity I attended an Editorial Board meeting in Pohang, 
South Korea in July. The Bulletin is surprisingly well resourced, be-
ing provided with administrative support by the Asia Pacific Center 
for Theoretical Physics (based at Pohang University of Science and 
Technology (POSTECH)), which in return uses the Bulletin as a 
vehicle for disseminating information about its own activities. 

I suspect  that most AIP members are not very familiar with AAPPS 
and its activities, but those attending the last AIP Congress in Bris-
bane (December 2016) will be aware that on this occasion the Con-
gress occurred in conjunction with the Asia Pacific Physics Confer-
ence – organised every three years by AAPPS. 

The AAPPS Bulletin is distributed in the main electronically. To en-
courage members to look at it I am now including a notice about the 
latest issue and access details in each issue of Australian Physics – see 
page 181 of this issue. I am also happy to facilitate access for anyone 
interested in publishing an article in the Bulletin.

In the first article in this issue, Challenging Cosmology: Satellite Planes 
in the Local Universe, Geraint Lewis (University of Sydney and win-
ner of the AIP’s Boas Medal for 2016) discusses the recent discovery 
of planes of satellite galaxies moving on seemingly coherent orbits 
within galactic halos. Such structures are not natural consequenc-
es of the standard cosmological model, possibly indicating that it 
may be fundamentally flawed, and suggesting that a rethink of basic 
physics is essential for cosmology to overcome this challenge.

In the second article, Associative Memory: from fast pattern recognition 
in particle physics to visionary applications, Takashi Kubota (University 
of Melbourne) describes the development of an associative memory 
chip for the Large Hadron Collider upgrade programme to enable 
fast pattern recognition and its application to other disciplines. 

The third article, Physics – a launch pad to a diverse and excit-
ing career, by Rebecca Lodin describes how her Bachelor’s degree 
with a physics major was the starting point for a variety of jobs 
and, following a return to university to complete an honours 
year, led to her present employment with a start-up company.
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PRESIDENT’S COLUMN

Andrew Peele

Every Week is Science Week
National Science Week has recently concluded. Held 
from the 12th to the 20th of August the “week” celebrat-
ed all things science and technology in Australia. With 
around 1000 events around the country and estimates 
of a million participants from all walks of life, National 
Science Week has become an important part of the fix-
ture for science outreach. Physics-related events featured 
strongly in National Science Week with presentations, 
debates and interactive events held in lecture theatres, 
pubs and halls around Australia. Topics ranged from 
particle physics to the universe and everything in be-
tween, including which research disciplines will save the 
world. The public appetite for knowledge about science 
and physics remains strong, and recognition and thanks 
is due to all those that took part.

Public recognition and thanks, whether it be for out-
reach and dissemination of knowledge about physics or 
for contributions to the body of knowledge, is in fact 
one of the key roles of the Australian Institute of Phys-
ics. Some of the most prestigious awards in physics in 
Australia are awarded by the AIP and they cover a wide 
range of activity. The awards have the cachet they do in 
part because of the efforts of the AIP in managing the 
awards process and because of the strong reputation of 
the AIP. Some of the awards have been granted annually 
for decades and include the most important names in 
the history of Australian physics among their alumni.

You might ask why are awards important? Awards pro-
vide a way to give back to the discipline, they celebrate 
the achievements of physicists and the community in 
which they work and they help us showcase the best 
of Australian physics. The reputational gains for awar-
dees are significant and many an AIP award recipient 
has strengthened their ability to win grants, and conse-
quently advanced their career, thanks to the CV-boost of 
a well-regarded AIP award. Awards also provide a focal 
point for outreach and communicating the benefits of 
physics to the community – it is no coincidence that 
many of the awards given by the AIP are accompanied 
by a public lecture from the winner and often an article 
in the Australian Physicist.

The AIP gives several different awards reflecting the broad 
range of activities of the Institute. Awards for excellence 

(the Walter Boas Medal, the 
Bragg Gold Medal, the Harrie 
Massey Medal and the Ruby 
Payne-Scott award) all rec-
ognise outstanding contribu-
tions and research, from early 
career researchers through to 
those demonstrating excel-
lence over a sustained pe-
riod. Other awards celebrate 
achievements in specific 
areas, typically eponymously: the Alan Walsh Medal 
for Service to Industry; The AIP Education Medal; the 
AIP Women in Physics Lecturer; the AIP Award for 
Outstanding Service to Physics in Australia; and, again, 
the Ruby Scott-Payne Award for Excellence in Early-
Career Research. This breadth and depth of awards and 
the fact that the competition for them is often fierce is a 
great sign of the strength of the discipline. Maintaining 
this high level of quality is one of the key functions of 
the AIP.

Maintaining that level of quality – supporting excellence 
in excellence as it were – is something that AIP members 
can help with as well. Nominations are sought either an-
nually or bi-annually for the different awards and your 
consideration of whether a colleague (or even yourself ) 
should be nominated helps ensure a strong field of can-
didates. The awards process is looked after by a special 
projects officer on the executive and I encourage all 
members to keep an eye out for calls for nominations.

In looking at information about awards and the physics 
calendar, I was struck by one thing. There is a lot going 
on. We expect this in Science Week, but the calendar 
of events is well populated at all times of the year. Add 
that to a multiplicity of news sites bombarding us with 
an ever-breaking sea of physics discoveries and it is ob-
vious that, in a way, every week is science week. I have 
previously written about the benefit of having a trusted 
source (yes – the AIP) to provide physics insight into 
things that matter to us as physicists from the general 
news environment. But the need for a trusted curator 
is there even within the discipline. The identification of 
some high points in the calendar by the AIP, through the 
granting of awards, means that we have a way of paying 
attention to the good stuff and, if nothing else, increases 
the odds of an entertaining and informative evening.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
In contrast to I. Edmonds (Letter to the Editor, Jul-Aug 
2017 issue of Australian Physics), I found David Karoly’s 
review of “Physics of Radiation and Climate” fair, bal-
anced and insightful. Two quotes from the review make 
it clear that this was a positive review:

"The authors have strong research experience in atmos-
pheric radiative transfer and remote sensing of aerosols 
and particles, as well as many years of teaching phys-
ics including electromagnetism, quantum mechanics 
and thermodynamics, not just atmospheric physics, to 
undergraduate and graduate students. Their experience 
shows in the clear development of each of the chapters 
and the comprehensive coverage of the whole book. "

"Researchers and graduate students who are looking for 
a comprehensive text on the physics of atmospheric ra-
diation transfer and absorption will also find this book 
to be very useful. It is modern in its treatment and has 
many references supporting the material described in the 
chapters."

The real problem appears to be that Mr Edmonds is an-
noyed by a reviewer’s prerogative to include commentary 
on related issues, such as the Karoly-Happer dialogue 
[1]. I read this dialogue and, again, came to a very differ-
ent conclusion to that of Mr Edmonds. Gavin Schmidt’s 
review of Merchants of Doubt [2] makes Happer’s role 
in the climate change “debate” clearer (my emphasis):

"Oreskes and Conway have unearthed a treasure trove of 
primary documents covering decades of this sort of activ-
ity that leaves one enormously impressed at the scope of 
their efforts. But this is not just a history of a time before 
we all became far too sophisticated to fall for such fool-
ishness. It is worth noting that the heirs of this tradition, 
such as William Happer, a Princeton University professor 
of physics and current chairman of the George C. Marshall 
Institute, continue to operate in the same way.

Oreskes and Conway’s book is no mere history of science, 
but rather a warning to us all that even scientists with 
stellar intellectual credentials are not immune from dab-
bling in pseudoscience that fits their prejudices. For those 
of us searching for answers, caveat emptor: The merchants 
of doubt are still peddling their wares."

I wonder if Australian Physics asked David Karoly to re-
spond to Mr Edmonds’ letter prior to publication. Cer-
tainly I would be interested in hearing his response. And 
it would also be useful to hear from the authors of “Phys-
ics of Radiation and Climate” about whether Happer’s 
position is consistent with that expressed in their book.
[1] https://thebestschools.org/special/karoly-happer-  
 dialogue-global-warming/

[2] http://cen.acs.org/articles/89/i3/Sowing-Seeds-     
 Doubt.html

Sincerely yours, 
Paul Abbott, MAIP
[David Karoly was invited to respond to I. Edmond's 
letter but decided not to take up the offer. Ed] 

NEWS & COMMENT
Academy welcomes state and territory 
commitments to zero carbon emissions 
The Australian Academy of Science has welcomed 
commitments announced by the Victorian, Queensland, 
South Australian and ACT governments to achieve net 
zero carbon emissions by 2050. 

The Academy has previously called on Australian govern-
ments to implement policy measures to reduce carbon 
emissions over the coming decades with the ultimate goal 
of reaching net zero carbon emissions by 2050. It consid-
ers the announced commitments to be consistent with the 
2015 Paris Climate Accord committing 195 countries, 
including Australia, to action on climate change. In par-
ticular, the Paris Accord marked international agreement 
that limiting global warming to 1.5–2.0 degrees above 
pre-industrial levels would require the world to achieve 
zero carbon emissions by the second half of the century, 
and reduce absolute levels of atmospheric carbon thereaf-
ter. Australia is one of the highest per-capita emitters in 
the world, and our coastal infrastructure, agricultural and 
health sectors, and national treasures such as the Great 
Barrier Reef, are highly vulnerable to climate change.
[Source: Australian Academy of Science]
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Academy releases expert review of 
Australia’s climate science capability
The Australian Academy of Science has released an ex-
pert review of Australia’s climate science capability. 

The report recommends that government consider 
mechanisms to ensure better coordination of climate 
research across Australia’s universities and climate agen-
cies. It also recommends increasing climate science capa-
bility in a number of critical areas, amounting to around 
80 new research positions over the next four years. 

The review surveyed all of Australia’s climate research 
agencies and centres, including the Bureau of Meteorol-
ogy, the CSIRO, the Australian Antarctic Division and 
universities to identify how many Australian researchers 
are working across the various disciplines and sub-dis-
ciplines of climate science, and how well these different 
areas are performing.

It reports that while Australia is strong in areas such 
as thermodynamics and extreme weather events, there 
are some significant weaknesses in areas such as cli-
mate model development. This includes the Australian 
Community Climate and Earth System Simulator (AC-
CESS), micrometeorology, the dynamics of the lowest 
part of the Earth’s atmosphere) and the modelling of 
two-way human/climate interactions. The report found 
that there are around 420 climate scientists across all of 

Australia’s universities and research agencies, with their 
research providing constant improvements in weather 
prediction and climate models in Australia and through-
out the world.

The review found that the area most in need of attention 
is climate modelling, where critical under-resourcing 
means that Australia’s climate models are failing to keep 
pace with world’s best practice. To address this issue, the 
review estimated that around 30 new climate modellers 
and scientists would be needed over the next four years.

Other key recommendations from the report include 
ensuring the work of the  Antarctic Climate and Eco-
systems Cooperative Research Centre is funded beyond 
2019 and that a broader review of climate-related 
research capabilities is undertaken by the Australian 
Government.

The report is available from the Academy’s website.
(Source: Australian Academy of Science)

Geoff Taylor elected chair ICFA

Professor Geoff Taylor (University of Melbourne), 
Director of the ARC Centre of Excellence for Parti-
cle Physics at the Terascale (CoEPP) has been elected 
Chair of the 16-member International Committee for 
Future Accelerators (ICFA). 

The ICFA was established in 1976 by the  
International Union of Pure and Applied Physics (IU-
PAP) to facilitate international collaboration during all 
phases of construction and exploitation of accelerators 
for high energy physics. It also organises regular meet-
ings for the exchange of information on future plans for 
regional facilities and workshops for the study of prob-
lems related to super high-energy accelerators and for 
the purpose of fostering research and development of 
necessary technology.

Prof Geoff Taylor
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Industrial Transformation Training Centres
The funding for nine Industrial Transformation Train-
ing Centres, recently announced by the ARC included 
the ARC Training Centre for CubeSats, Unmanned 
Aerial Vehicles, and their Applications. 

This Centre aims to train the next generation of work-
ers in cutting edge advanced manufacturing, entrepre-
neurship, and commercial space and unmanned aerial 
vehicle applications. The Australian economy, security, 
and society increasingly rely on access to space for vital 
data and services, and a skilled workforce is required to 
grow the sector and capitalise on global opportunities. 
Of great commercial value, with very low costs, Cube-
Sats are a new class of small satellites, which with UAVs 
are disrupting the international satellite market. 

The expected outcome of this Training Centre is to 
develop new instruments, technology and products to 
solve crucial problems, and develop a world-class Aus-
tralian industry in CubeSats, unmanned aerial vehicles, 
and related products. The lead investigator is Prof Iver 
Cairns (The University of Sydney) and the amount 
awarded is $4.6M.

The Industrial Transformation Training Centres scheme 
fosters close partnerships between university-based re-
searchers and other research end-users to provide inno-
vative Higher Degree by Research (HDR) and postdoc-
toral training, for end-user focused research industries 
that are vital to Australia's future. The Industrial Trans-
formation Training Priorities are research areas identified 
by the ARC that are updated from round to round. The 
current Industrial Transformation Priorities  are: Ad-
vanced Manufacturing; Food and Agribusiness; Mining 
Equipment, Technology and Services; Oil, Gas and 
Energy Resources; Medical Technologies and Pharma-
ceuticals.

Victorian materials scientist made 2017 Veski 
Inspiring Women Fellow
Dr Cara Doherty, a materials scientist at CSIRO Mel-
bourne, has received one of two Veski Inspiring Women 
Fellowships in recognition of her efforts in the field of 
materials science. 

The fellowships are intended to combat the attrition of 
early to mid-career female scientists and build diversity 
in innovation. While pregnant and on maternity leave, 

Dr Doherty published several highly-cited review papers 
in her field of metal organic framework research. In ad-
dition to the money, the recipients receive a guarantee of 
ongoing institutional support and mentoring for future 
senior leadership roles.

The flexible funding of up to $150,000 each over three 
years, as well as financial support from their institutions 
and a commitment from management to support their 
leadership potential, will allow recipients to juggle their 
work and family lives.

The Veski inspiring women program is supported by the 
Office of the Lead Scientist Victoria, and collaborations 
with industry, academia and the community.

Dr Cara Doherty

AIP 2017
Summer Meeting

3-8 December, UNSW, Sydney

www.aip2017.org.au

For more details see p171
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Nuclear science helps prove earliest 
Aboriginal occupation 
Scientists at the Australian Nuclear Science and Tech-
nology Organisation’s (ANSTO) Centre for Accel-
erator Science and the Australian Synchrotron were 
part of a team that found new proof of the earli-
est occupation in Australia – some 65,000 years – in  
Kakadu National Park.  

The team, which included archeologists and dating spe-
cialists, located the evidence at Madjedbebe, a site found 
on the traditional lands of the Mirarr people, surround-
ed by the World Heritage-listed Kakadu National Park.
The research was led by Associate Professor Chris Clark-
son from the University of Queensland and the team 
included two ANSTO scientists – Dr Quan Hua and 
Dr Helen Brand. 

Dr Hua, Principal Research Scientist in the Environ-
mental Research area, oversaw the radiocarbon dating 
of charcoal samples on ANSTO’s STAR accelerator. At 
ANSTO’s Australian Synchrotron in Melbourne, Dr 
Helen Brand, used powder x-ray diffraction to iden-
tify the minerals present in pigment samples of arte-
facts. These methods, alongside extensive optically stim-

ulated luminescence dating conducted at the University 
of Wollongong, show the site has a deeply buried, dense 
occupation layer dating to 65,000 years ago.

Dr Hua said that the charcoal samples that were ana-
lysed were collected during excavations in 2012 and 
2015. Most of the charcoal samples are isolated frag-
ments but several samples were collected from in situ 

hearths. “With the STAR accelerator we were able to 
measure Carbon-14 by accelerator mass spectrometry, 
to help determine the age of the samples,” Dr Hua ex-
plained. “Using ANSTO’s suite of advanced technology 
to learn more about Australia’s ancient past is wonderful, 
and it is an honour to have contributed to such a 
defining piece of work.” 
 
Dr Brand’s expertise enabled the analysis of powder pig-
ments from ochre found at the site, using the Australian 
Synchrotron. “Using the powder diffraction beamline 
we investigated the characteristics of the ochre, which 
was found quite extensively through the site,” Dr Brand 
said.  “It is wonderful to see, after contributing one piece 
of the scientific puzzle, that the impact of the broader 
research is so far reaching.” 

Ubirr region, Kakadu National Park Australia, Madjedbebe excavation site (credit: Thomas Schoch)
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New ARC Centres of Excellence announced
The Australian Research Council has announced fund-
ing for nine ARC Centres of Excellence. Those with a 
close connection to the discipline of physics are listed 
below. Also indicated are the leading investigator, the 
administrating institution and the amount awarded. All 
centres involve many institutions and organisation; full 
details are available from the ARC website.

ARC Centre of Excellence for Engineered  
Quantum Systems. 
This Centre aims to build sophisticated quantum ma-
chines to harness the quantum world for the future 
health, economy, environment and security of Austral-
ian society. It intends to pioneer the designer quantum 
materials, engines and imaging systems at the heart of 
these machines. It also solves the most challenging re-
search problems at the interface of basic quantum phys-
ics and engineering. The Centre will work with indus-
try partners to translate these research discoveries into 
practical applications and devices. It will train scientists 
in research, innovation, and entrepreneurship, which is 
expected to affect Australia’s high-tech economy.
Prof Andrew White; The University of Queensland; 
$31.9M.

ARC Centre of Excellence for Quantum 
Computation and Communication Technology. 
This Centre aims to implement quantum processors 
able to run error corrected algorithms and transfer in-
formation across networks with absolute security. Aus-
tralian researchers have established global leadership in 
quantum information, an innovative technology which 
could transform all industries dependent on computa-
tional power. This Centre has developed technologies for 
manipulating matter and light at the level of individu-
al atoms and photons, with the highest fidelity, long-
est coherence time qubits in the solid state, the world’s 
longest-lived quantum memory, and the ability to run 
small-scale algorithms on photonic qubits. The new 
technology is expected to provide a strategic advantage 
in a world where information and information security 
are of paramount importance.
Prof Michelle Simmons; UNSW; $33.7M.

ARC Centre of Excellence in Future Low  
Energy Electronics Technologies. 
This Centre aims to develop the scientific foundation 
and intellectual property for new electronics technolo-

gies. Decreasing energy use is a major societal challenge, 
and this Centre aims to meet that challenge by realis-
ing fundamentally new types of electronic conduction 
without resistance in solid-state systems at room tem-
perature. Novel resistance-free electronic phenomena 
at room temperature are expected to form the basis of 
integrated electronics technology with ultra-low energy 
consumption. This Centre’s development of innovative 
electronics could put Australia at the forefront of the in-
ternational electronics industry.
Prof Michael Fuhrer; Monash University; $33.4M.

ARC Centre of Excellence for All Sky Astrophysics  
in 3 Dimensions. 
This Centre aims to answer fundamental questions in 
astrophysics including the origin of matter and the pe-
riodic table of elements, and the origin of ionisation in 
the Universe. It intends to use Australian three-dimen-
sional technology to transform our understanding of the 
Universe. It will unify world-leading Australian optical 
and radio surveys with theoretical simulations and new 
e-Science techniques for Peta-scale data sets. The Centre 
will also nurture young scientific leaders and make high-
school students interested in STEM sciences through 
education and outreach programmes. It is expected the 
research will propel Australia to the forefront of astro-
nomical research for the coming decade while capitalis-
ing on innovative instrumentation.
Prof Lisa Kewley; ANU; $30.3M

ARC Centre of Excellence for Gravitational  
Wave Discovery. 
This Centre aims to explore the historic first detections 
of gravitational waves to understand the extreme phys-
ics of black holes and warped spacetime, and inspire the 
next generation of Australian scientists and engineers. 
The next-generation gravity wave detectors will enable a 
thousand-fold increase in detection volume and result in 
the new gravitational wave discoveries, triggering a new 
era of gravitational wave astrophysics. Building on dec-
ades of Australian investment in gravitational wave and 
pulsar science, this Centre will coalesce research activi-
ties into a focussed national programme whose discov-
eries are intended to experimentally validate Einstein’s 
General Theory of Relativity and educate the public 
about the wonders of Einstein’s Universe. 
Prof Matthew Bailes; Swinburne University of Technol-
ogy; $31.3M
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An Australian space agency at last?
In July the Australian Government announced a review 
of Australia’s space industry capability in order to devise 
a national strategy for the sector that reflects both de-
veloping strengths and national interests over the next 
decade. 

The review will consult widely and examine Australia’s 
current capability and areas of comparative advantage, 
as well as our regional and international collaboration 
within the sector.

From earlier days of Australian space activities: WRESAT - 
Weapons Research Establishment Satellite - launched in 
1967 from Woomera making Australia the third country to 
build and launch a satellite.

Most countries comparable to Australia have had space 
agencies for some time – New Zealand established the 
New Zealand Space Agency in 2016. The long-awaited 
announcement comes as Australian and international 
space scientists prepare for the upcoming International 
Astronautical Congress, to be held in Adelaide in Sep-
tember.
 
The review is being undertaken under the direction of 
an Expert Reference Group chaired by former CSIRO 
chief Megan Clark. It held its first meeting on 20 July 
2017 and is due to complete its review by the end of 
March 2018. 

SA branch chair Dr Andrew MacKinnon (top left) 
presented the Excellence in Physics Teaching medal to 
Zahra Pirvali (bottom left), the Silver Bragg medal to 
Adam Gambell (top right) and the Bronze Bragg medal 
to John Crowley (bottom right) at the Mid-Year Dinner 
and Awards Night on 13th July at the Bombay Bicycle 
Club. The teaching medal is awarded on the basis of 
nominations by former students, with confirmation 
from the school (in this case University Senior 
College). The Silver Bragg was awarded for outstanding 
achievement in the final year of a Physics major at the 
University of Adelaide in 2016. The Bronze Bragg 
medal was awarded to the top student in Physics in the 
2016 SACE (South Australian Certificate of Education) 
Stage 2 Assessments.

For all information about the Australian Institute of Physics,  
visit:  www.aip.org.au

South Australia

BRANCH NEWS
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A century of observation and theory has revealed the 
universe in exquisite detail, a dynamic and evolving uni-
verse in which the first elements were forged in the Big 
Bang, with heavier elements being the byproducts of the 
life-cycles of stars. But this “baryonic” material is only a 
minor part of the energy content of the universe, and we 
live in a universe overwhelmed by the dark-side. Dark 
matter dominates mass, providing the gravitational scaf-
folding in which gas can pool and form stars and galax-
ies, while dark energy’s domination is driving an acceler-
ated cosmic expansion. 

The resultant cosmological model, known as the Cold 
Dark Matter (or CDM) has proven to be extremely suc-
cessful for accounting for the large-scale properties of 
the universe, from the patterns on the cosmic microwave 
background, to the present-day distributions of galaxies 
and clusters. In fact, some have claimed that we have 
entered an era of “precision cosmology”, where all that is 
left is to reduce the errors-bars on cosmological parame-
ters, and unravel the complexities of baryonic astrophys-
ics. The true nature of dark matter and dark energy will 
simply become apparent with time.

Claims of the “end of science” have been (prematurely) 
made before, and, of course, scientific advances are made 
where theories struggle to explain observations. But as 
we have already noted, for the large-scale cosmos, CDM 
provides an accurate description of the universe we in 
habit. But what about on the universe on the small-scale, 
the scale of individual galaxies and groups.

The small-scale universe has received increasing attention 
in recent decades, with the discovery of a growing popu-
lation of small dwarf galaxies accompanying the larger 
Milky Way and Andromeda galaxies in what is known 
as the “Local Group”. Over the same time, advances in 
computational astrophysics have allowed cosmologists to 
accurately simulate the formation and evolution of mass 
in the universe, tracing the growth of galaxies over cos-
mic time. How do these synthetic universes compare to 
the one we observe?

At the close of the 1990’s, when synthetic universe could 
resolve the structure of individual galaxy halos, a prob-
lem was immediately identified. Within the simulated 
universes, galaxies like our own Milky Way appeared to 
be surrounded by many thousands of small dark matter 
haloes, the results of hierarchical growth through the ac-
cretion of smaller systems. Such halos would naturally 
provide gravitational wells for the formation of stars, and 
we would expect each to host an individual dwarf galaxy. 
Our simulated universes suggested that we should expect 
to see a population of many thousands of dwarfs sur-
rounding us. 

However, instead of thousands, observations reveal only 
tens, and this “missing satellite problem” was presented 
as a challenge to CDM. But the physics of baryons are 
complex, and it was realized that the first generation of 
stars within the smaller halos can blow out gas as the 
injection of energy from supernova can overwhelm the 
gravitational pull of the dark matter. With this gas re-
moved, there would be no raw fuel for subsequent gen-

1 Prof Geraint Lewis was awarded the AIP’s Boas Medal for 2016.

Challenging Cosmology: Satellite Planes in 
the Local Universe
Geraint F Lewis1, Sydney Institute for Astronomy, School of Physics, The University of Sydney

While modern cosmology accurately accounts for the large-scale properties of our universe, on the small-
scale, the scale of individual galaxies, it struggles to account for the number and properties of the swarm 
of dwarf galaxies that inhabit the halos of large galaxies. Here, we discuss the recent discovery of planes of 
satellite galaxies moving on seemingly coherent orbits within galactic halos. Such structures are not natural 
consequences of our standard cosmological model, potentially indicating that we do not fully understand 
the physics of galaxies. But some think their presence may be pointing towards something more extreme, 
to the possibility that our very cosmological model may be fundamentally flawed, and that a rethink of 
basic physics is essential for cosmology to overcome this challenge.
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erations of stars, and the halo would be dark and dead. 
Instead of thousands of dwarf galaxies, we should expect 
to be surrounded by thousands of sterile dark matter 
haloes.

Other problems have also arisen, such as “too big to fall”, 
where we should see, from the expected masses of dark 
matter halos, a number of big satellites, like the Large 
Magellanic Cloud. Instead, we find only one. But again, 
the complexities of baryonic astrophysics are thought to 
provide a natural solution, complicating the relationship 
between the mass of a dark matter halo and the satellite 
galaxy it would host. But with these baryonic get-outs, 
is CDM in the clear? To answer this, we have to look 
beyond our own Milky Way.

Figure 1: The Pan-Andromeda Archaeological Survey 
(PAndAS). Here, colour represents the chemical enrichment 
of stars, with blue being “metal-poor”, while red are “metal-
rich”. This image first appeared in Martin et al. (2013).

Our nearest large companion, the Andromeda Galaxy, 
also offers the opportunity to study the cosmology of the 
small-scale universe. However, obtaining a panoramic 
picture of the large-scale halo of this galaxy is difficult as 
its proximity ensures that it covers a very large region of 
sky. In the last few decades, however, technological ad-
vances have led to the development sensitive wide-field 
cameras able to identify individual stars in Andromeda 
over a large area. Such advances underpinned a new am-
bitious program, the Pan-Andromeda Archaeological 
Survey (PAndAS), on the Canada-France-Hawaii Tel-
escope.
The goal of PAndAS was to undertake uniform imaging 
of the halo of Andromeda out to 150 kpc (450,000 light 
years), and produce a detailed census of the distribution 
of stars. Our cosmological models predict that such a 
survey should turn up a wealth of stellar substructure, 

tidal streams and shreds of disrupted dwarf galaxies ac-
creted over time, providing a snapshot of galaxy 
evolution in action. 

The observational aspect of PAndAS was spread over 
more than a decade, mapping out more than 300 square 
degrees of the sky and resulting in the spectacular image 
presented in Figure 1. Here, the photogenic picture of 
the larger Andromeda and smaller Triangulum galaxies 
can be seen, surrounded by extensive distributions of 
stars. These are colour-coded, with the redder stars repre-
senting chemically enriched stars (or, in astronomy talk, 
“metal-rich”) and bluer being more chemically deficient 
(“metal-poor”). This chemical signature tells us where 
stars were born, as deep gravitational potentials can hold 
onto the chemically enriched material that is belched out 
at the end of stellar life and recycled into new stars.

It is very apparent that there is significant stellar struc-
ture spread throughout the halo, with an immense, 
metal-rich stream completely wrapping Andromeda, 
with numerous other streams and shreds of stars over the 
entire survey region. In fact, there appears to be more 
substructure than we would naively expect, suggesting 
that Andromeda has undergone a more vigorous history 
of recent accretion. 

As well as this stellar substructure, dense knots of stars 
are apparent, representing the dwarf galaxies orbiting 
Andromeda. A decade ago, only a handful of these were 
known, but now a population of more than 30 have been 
uncovered. As with our own Milky Way, this observed 
number is far smaller than theoretical expectations, but 
we focused upon their distribution within the halo of 
Andromeda.  

The Population of Dwarfs
Within our synthetic universes, the population of dwarf 
galaxies accompanying large galaxies, like our own Milky 
Way, are roughly isotropic, possibly showing some cen-
tral concentration and some flattening. How does this 
compare to the distribution observed in PAndAS?

Even in the two-dimensional distribution presented on 
the sky, the dwarfs do not display any concentration to-
wards Andromeda, appearing more-or-less uniformly 
over the survey area. Such a finding is problematic for 
our standard cosmological model, but the quality of 
the PAndAS data means we can go further, allowing 
us to chart out the three-dimensional distribution of  
the dwarfs.
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The measurement of distance in astronomy has often 
been problematic, with an ongoing search for standard 
yardsticks to chart the cosmos. Luckily, stellar evolu-
tion provides us with an appropriate candle which al-
lows us to calibrate the distances to dwarf galaxies, in 
particular the maximum brightness of red giant stars. 
These are stars that have evolved off the main-sequence, 
where they have stably burnt hydrogen within their core, 
and swell to immense size. Their brightness continues 
to increase, until core helium fusion begins, and then 
they dim. Their luminosity at this “tip of the red giant 
branch”, where they backtrack in brightness, is an effec-
tive standard candle.

However, dwarf galaxies are relatively sparse popula-
tions, and host relatively few red giant branch stars, 
and the situation is complicated by the presence of red 
dwarfs in our own Milky Way masquerading are giants 
in Andromeda, complicating the determination of the 
three-dimensional distribution of the dwarfs. 
What was found? Figure 2 displays the three-dimension-
al distribution of dwarf galaxies around Andromeda. It 
is immediately apparent that this is not isotropic, with 
the majority of dwarf galaxies located on the near-side of 
Andromeda. Why should the dwarf galaxies know about 
the presence of our Milky Way, while our own dwarf 
galaxies do not reciprocate and show no bias in their dis-
tribution towards Andromeda? 
At the moment, nobody knows, but we are sure it is not 
an artifact of our survey approach. But are there other 
features hidden in the dwarf galaxy population?

A Plane of Satellites
With the three-dimensional distribution of dwarf galax-
ies in hand, it was decided to search of any underlying 
planar structures. This was motivated by the apparent 
presence of a preferential plane of dwarf galaxy orbits 
within our own Milky Way. But how should such a 
plane be identified within the dwarf population of An-
dromeda? 

To approach this, subsets of dwarf galaxies were chosen, 
and their distributions compared that expected from 
random. Remembering high-school combinatorics re-
veals that there is a myriad of ways of selecting subsam-
ples from a population of thirty, and so this represents 
a computational challenge. However, it became quickly 
apparent that out of the total dwarf populations, the 
same galaxies appeared within various subsamples whose 
distribution was significantly more planar than expected 
from random. In the end, it was found that half of the 
dwarf galaxy population reside on an extremely thing 
plane, 14 kpc in width, but spread over more than 400 
kpc; the distribution of the planar dwarf galaxies is de-
picted in Figure 3.

Whilst the presence of this plane of satellites is unexpect-
ed, is does have some other peculiar features. Firstly, the 
plane of Andromeda appears to be aligned with the pole 
of our Milky Way, being significantly tilted with regards 
to disk of Andromeda. Furthermore, the plane is orient-
ed to be edge-on to our view of Andromeda. Again, this 
suggests that the plane of dwarf “knows” about our own 
Galaxy, but our own dwarf galaxy population does not 
display any knowledge of Andromeda!

Figure 2: The three-dimensional distribution of Andromeda’s dwarf galaxy population. The left-hand panel presents the 
on-sky view, with the length of the red line indicating distance, while the right-hand panel is line-of-sight distance. Note 
the highly asymmetric distribution. This figure first appeared in Conn et al (2013).
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However, the real surprise came from an examination of 
the velocities of the dwarf galaxies on the plane. While 
the dwarfs are relatively sparse in terms of their stellar 
density, their brightest of stars can be targeted with the 
largest telescopes to obtain individual spectra. As well as 
revealing the chemical make-up of the stars, these spec-
tra also tell us the stellar velocities, allowing a determi-
nation of the dwarf ’s mass and their systematic motion 
through space. When examining the velocities of the 
dwarf galaxies located on the plane, it was found that 
those in the South were all moving towards us, relative to 
Andromeda, while those to the North are moving away 
(Figure 4). This suggests bulk motion, a net rotation of 
dwarf galaxies around Andromeda, and instead of being 
a lucky chance projection, it appears the plane is a coher-
ent structure.

A Challenge for Cosmology?
We’ve already noted that the existence of satellite planes 
is unexpected within our theoretical models, with the 
potential for a brief lucky alignment in a dwarf popula-
tion which rapidly disperses due to the dwarfs’ random 
motions. Hence, the existence of the Andromeda plane, 
coupled with the known presence of a similar plane or-
biting the Milky Way, appear to be problematic for our 
standard cosmological model. 
Some have suggested that maybe the feeding of dwarfs 
into the larger halos of galaxies like the Milky Way might 
offer a solution, although the precise placement of dwarf 
to enable a plane as flat and extensive as observed is diffi-

cult to reconcile with the flow of dwarf galaxies through 
large-scale structure. Others have suggested that a previ-
ous significant interaction between the Milky Way and 
Andromeda would have allowed the sharing and redis-
tribution of galaxies, leading to coherent dwarf motion, 
but there is little robust evidence for the required inter-
actions.

Other have offered more radical solutions, suggesting 
that the presence of satellite planes is the death-knell for 
a cosmological model in crisis. They hypothesize that 

our local dwarf galaxies are not remnants from the earli-
est epochs of galaxy formation, but were formed in an 
interaction between Andromeda and a large companion. 
In such an interaction, gas ripped from the smaller sys-
tem is stretched into tidal streamers which can collapse 
to form star clusters similar to dwarf galaxies. Unlike 
dwarf galaxies, these “tidal dwarfs” would be devoid of 
dark matter, meaning they would rapidly disperse. To 
sidestep this, the proposal is that our understanding of 
gravity is wrong, and it does not behave as Einstein told 
us, and that these dwarfs remain bound. Such a solution 
may produce narrow planes of dwarfs, but the need to 
throw out gravity and dark matter, the staples of modern 
cosmology, is too much for most physicists. 

But maybe we don’t have to worry. Perhaps our local 
patch of the Universe is special. Perhaps we are living 
at a lucky time and the planes we are seeing around the 

Figure 3: The satellite plane of Andromeda. The red circles 
represent galaxies on the plane, while the blue are off the 
plane. From Ibata et al. (2013).

Figure 4: The on-sky (top right) and line-of-sight (bottom-
left) motion of the plane of satellites (from Ibata et al 2013).
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Milky Way and Andromeda are transitory, and will be 
gone in a few hundred million years. To address this, we 
need to survey a larger volume of the universe to see how 
ubiquitous planes of dwarf galaxies are.

Beyond the Local Group
Given their intrinsic faintness, searching for dwarf galax-
ies beyond the Local Group is difficult, and our largest 
and most sensitive surveys can only pick up the bright-
est companions. After the discovery of the Andromeda 
plane, we trawled the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), 
one of the most comprehensive photometric and spec-
troscopic surveys of the sky, in a search for dwarf planes. 

The goal was to identify orbiting dwarfs based upon 
their spatial and kinematic alignment, specifically focus-
ing upon those with multiple companions. If coherent 
motions of dwarf galaxies exist about their larger hosts, 
we would expect diametrically opposed dwarf galaxies to 
have anti-correlated velocities, whereas if motions were 
simply random, we should expect and equal mix of cor-
related and anti-correlated motions. And our analysis of 
SDSS reveal the presence of a strong anti-correlation in 
observed velocities (published in Ibata et al. 2014). Such 
a signal points to the possibility of satellite planes be-
ing common in the Universe, something that appear to 
present a significant challenge to prevailing cosmological 
ideas.

At this stage, however, we are limited by numbers. In the 
hundreds of thousands of galaxies in the SDSS, only a 
handful have diametrically opposing satellites that allows 
us to search for coherent motion. And the observational 
data that would allow us to achieve this, in terms of sky 
coverage, in depth to identify faint dwarfs, and accurate 
spectroscopy to allow us to determine velocities out into 
the universe, simply does not exist.   

So, the existence of satellite planes remains a mystery, a 
challenge to our current cosmological ideas, ideas that ex-
ceed expectation in explaining the large-scale properties 
of the Universe. The cosmos on the small-scale appears 
to be in conflict, although the complexities of baryonic 
physics seems to alleviate some of the challenges. But 
the presence of satellite planes cannot simply be swept 
under the carpet of gaseous and stellar astrophysics, as 
the mechanism that forms such planes must reshape and 
redistribute the more dominant dark matter in galaxy 

halos. So, the panoramic view of the dwarf galaxy popu-
lation of Andromeda revealed by PAndAS still represents 
a challenge to CDM, a challenge we will have to wait 
until the next generation of telescope surveys to address.
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Associative Memory: from fast pattern 
recognition in particle physics to  
visionary applications
Takashi Kubota
ARC Centre of Excellence for Particle Physics at the Terascale
The University of Melbourne, Parkville VIC 3010, Australia

Since the discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012 using the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the particle 
physics community has striven to find evidence of physics beyond the standard model of particle physics, 
which could change our picture of the universe. Among many others, one of the most powerful avenues 
pursued has been the upgrades programme of the LHC’s beam energy and intensity, and the author has 
been developing a core electronic device for the program, a custom-designed associative memory chip. 
Associative memory realises fast pattern recognition based on a simple and robust principle, and is 
therefore expected to have many applications across the frontiers of science. In this article, the author 
will overview the development of the associative memory chip for the LHC upgrades programme and its 
interdisciplinary applications based on this fast pattern recognition. 

Associative memory in particle physics
Associative memory, also known as Content-Addressable 
Memory (CAM), is a type of memory that "implements 
the lookup-table function in a single clock cycle using 
dedicated comparison circuitry". Associative memory 
is "especially popular in network routers for packet for-
warding and packet classification, but they also have a 
variety of other applications that require high-speed ta-
ble lookup." [1].

Associative memory was introduced to the field of par-
ticle physics to solve the problem of limited computing 
resources in the data acquisition system of the CDF 
experiment at the Fermi National Accelerator Labora-
tory in the US. The CDF experiment was carried out 
to investigate particle physics processes that occur in the 
collisions of a proton and an anti-proton at a centre-of-
mass energy of 1.98 TeV provided by the Tevatron ac-
celerator. In Tevatron, protons and anti-protons collided 
head on. The collision point was surrounded by silicon 
tracking detectors and calorimeters used to record event 
data. The proton/anti-proton collisions occurred at  
2.5 MHz and a single collision, consisting of a few dozen 
particles, generated 500 kB of data. In other words, the 
CDF experiment produced 1 TB of data every second, 
which is virtually impossible to store. Due to this rea-
son, the CDF experiment implemented an online event 
selection system (“trigger system”), which decided if an 

event would be kept or discarded within a 20 microsec-
onds timeframe before reaching storage.

A particular physics target of the CDF experiment was 
the precise measurement of the mesons that contain b 
or c quarks (B or D mesons), which was crucial for the 
validation of the standard model of particle physics at 
the time. Tevatron could generate B/D mesons abun-
dantly (1011 per annum), which made the accelerator the 
strongest source of these mesons.  However, lighter me-
sons were produced at the much higher rate of 1014 per 
annum and make up the most significant background 
process. In order to enable precise measurement of B/D 
mesons using Tevatron, one had to effectively reject 
lighter meson production.

The most significant difference between the B/D me-
sons and lighter mesons is the fact that the B/D mesons 
produce the  “secondary vertex” as shown in Figure 1: a 
proton and an anti-proton collide at the “primary ver-
tex” and a number of particles are generated. Since B/D 
mesons have relatively longer lifetimes, they fly along a 
certain distance L before they decay and form a second-
ary vertex at their decay point. As shown in Figure 1, 
if the trajectory of a particle (“track”) generated at the 
secondary vertex is extrapolated to the primary vertex, 
the closest distance between the track and the primary 
vertex (“impact parameter”) tends to be large. The typi-
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cal size of the impact parameter of B mesons is around  
450       and of D mesons is about 120      , which is read-
ily identifiable with the silicon tracking detector used in 
the CDF experiment. However, to exploit impact pa-
rameter information in the trigger system, one has to re-
construct a majority of event tracks in a short timeframe. 
As track reconstruction is a resource-intensive task, this 
constituted a major challenge.

The resource-intensive part of track reconstruction is 
“track-finding”, in which one needs to identify a com-
bination of hits (spatial points where an electrical signal 
is detected) that forms a track among a large number 
of hits found in the silicon tracking detector. In a typi-
cal event, the expected number of hits per detector layer 
in the CDF silicon tracking detector is around 1000, 
including those of electric noise. A highly conservative 
estimate of the total number of possible combinations 
of hits would be 10005 (the number of combinations at 
one hit per layer, to the power of the five layers contained 
by the CDF silicon tracking detector). Provided one had 
enough calculation time, one could try all of these pos-
sible combinations and take only those which satisfy a 
set of constraint equations. However, this trial and er-
ror approach tends to be too time consuming for trigger 
systems. To resolve this problem, two Italian scientists 
participated in the experiment, M. Dell’Orso and L. Ris-
tori, who proposed in their seminal paper published in 
1989 [2] to use a large-scale associative memory imple-
mented with the VLSI technology, which was becom-
ing available in laboratories of large universities at that 
time, to enable very fast track-finding by exploiting its 
fast table-lookup function.

The principle of fast track-finding with associative mem-
ory is as follows:
1. Prepare as many patterns of hits as possible which are 

expected to be generated by a charged particle in the 
detector, as shown in Figure 2, and store all of them 
in a large-scale associative memory;

2. Compare the hit coordinates found in the detector to 
all the patterns in the associative memory in a single 
clock cycle.

With this method, if one can store N patterns in their 
associative memory device, they can effectively perform 
N trials and errors in a single clock cycle. Therefore, hav-
ing a large number of patterns is crucially important for 
high-quality track-finding using associative memory. In 
fact, in the case of the CDF experiment, their “track trig-
ger system” implemented associative memory chips with 
6 million patterns in total to enable the effective trigger-
ing of impact parameter information. The CDF track 
trigger system played an indispensable role in achieving a 
series of essential physics results, including the measure-
ment of Ds meson mass [3], Bs oscillation frequency [4] 
and direct CP violation of Bd, Bs and Lb [5-7].

Figure 2: Hit patterns and corresponding tracks in a 
detector with five layers.

Development of track trigger systems for 
the LHC upgrades
Two general purpose experiments using the LHC, AT-
LAS [8] and CMS [9], are developing track trigger sys-
tems with associative memory to match the LHC up-
grades programme [10]. Through the upgrades, the cross 
sections of the Higgs boson production processes will in-
crease by a factor of more than two, thanks to the higher 
beam energy; moreover, at the ultimate beam intensity 
the proton-proton collision rate increases by a factor of 
ten. These actions will significantly extend the LHC’s ca-
pacity for the precise measurement of Higgs boson prop-
erties and searches for new physics beyond the standard 
model, such as supersymmetry or extra dimensions.

The track trigger system is an essential part of the LHC 

Figure 1: The typical topology of an event involving a long-
lived B/D meson.
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upgrades programme. The LHC accelerates a proton 
bunch, in which 1011 protons are squeezed into a spatial 
volume of 16.7      (vertical axis) × 16.7      (horizontal 
axis) × 7.55 cm (beam axis) to an energy of 7 TeV, and 
collides two bunches head on at the centre of the detec-
tors at a given point in time. Due to the relatively large 
dimensions of the proton bunch along the beam axis, 
multiple proton-proton collisions can occur in a single 
bunch crossing, and the collision points distribute them-
selves across a region with a length of O (10 cm) along 
the beam axis. After the LHC upgrades, the rate of the 
background processes – such as proton-proton inelastic 
scattering intermediated by a low-energy strong inter-
action – will significantly increase. Depending on the 
beam intensity, an average of a few dozen to a couple of 
hundred such background collisions are expected to oc-
cur at every bunch crossing.

A study showed that the energy deposit originating from 
such background collisions considerably degrades the 
resolution of the detector. A proven way to minimise 
this performance degradation is to reconstruct all tracks, 
then reconstruct all proton-proton collision points, and 
finally subtract background collision energy deposits 

from the event reconstruction. As in the case of the CDF 
experiment, it is not possible to store all data on offline 
storage at the LHC. Therefore, such a procedure has to 
be performed as part of the trigger system. Due to this 
reason, both ATLAS and CMS have developed a track 
trigger system as one of their highest priority items.

The first track trigger system for the LHC, the Fast 
TracKer (FTK), was built by an international collabo-
ration including the University of Melbourne within 
the ATLAS experiment. FTK is composed of a several 
types of electronic boards, which receive hit information 
from the ATLAS silicon tracking detector. At the time 
of writing, the development of all FTK components has 
been completed and the collaboration is striving for the 
completion of the system commissioning and the estab-
lishment of the stable operation by the end of 2017. Af-
ter that, FTK will operate until the end of 2023. FTK 
can store 1 billion patterns. The actual processing time 
needed for track reconstruction depends on the num-
ber of hits found in the silicon tracking detector, and 
the LHC beam intensity to be achieved by 2023 will 
have nearly 100% of events being processed within 200 
microseconds. With the track information reconstructed 
in the FTK, a highly accurate event selection is made 
available at an early stage of the trigger system. Figure 3 
is a photo of the associative memory chip developed for 
FTK, AM06. AM06 is an application-specific integrated 
circuit (ASIC) designed and manufactured with a 65 nm 
CMOS processing, and can store 128,000 patterns per 
chip. FTK deploys 8,000 AM06s.

Figure 3: AM06 chip from the back (centre) and face (right) 
with a 1 euro coin (left). 

Figure 4. The AM06 functional diagram [11].
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Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the functions of AM06. 
“CAMs” represents a segment of CAM cells, which hold 
information about a hit coordinate. CAM segments are 
allocated to form a logical matrix, in which each column 
is connected with a readout bus of the silicon tracking 
detector layer. AM06 is designed to deal with a detec-
tor of eight logical layers. An address is assigned to each 
row of the matrix, which holds information for a track 
pattern consisting of eight hit coordinates. The Set-Reset 
flip-flop (“SR”) associated to a CAM segment is set when 
the coordinate stored in the CAM segment matches one 
of the coordinates found in the corresponding detector 
layer. After reading out all hits in an event, if the SRs in 
any given address are all set, it is regarded that the pat-
tern has been found in the event. With this procedure, 
the conclusion of the track finding corresponds with the 
conclusion of the data readout.

Figure 5 shows a block diagram of the AM06 CAM cell. 
The CAM cell consists of six transistor static-RAMs 
(SRAM) and four transistor XOR gates. VSS and VDD 
are source and drain voltage respectively. When the Write 
Line (WL) is set, pattern bank information is written 
through the Bit Line (BL) to the SRAM. However, when 
the WL is unset, hit information found in the detector 
propagates on the BL and is compared to the informa-
tion stored in the cell. The CAM cell is created using 
complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) 
technology.

Figure 5: The AM06 CAM cell. (A. Annovi et al., 2015 IEEE 
International Conference on Electronics, Circuits and Systems 
(ICECS) (2015); doi: 10.1109/ICECS.2015.7440331)

The “06” of AM06 is the version number of the chip as-
signed during development (“01” to “03” were assigned 
to the chips for the CDF track trigger). The assignations 
“07”, “08”, and “09” are reserved for the future develop-

ment of the associative memory chip for the track trigger 
systems for the LHC upgrades programme. AM07 is an 
ongoing project, whose aim is to characterise a prototype 
CAM designed with 28 nm CMOS technology [11]. 
The new CAM implements several new architectures to 
reduce the size per cell and power consumption [12]. 
AM08 will be undertaken late 2017 to implement a 
Low-Voltage Differential Signaling (LVDS) I/O for op-
eration at a higher frequency, an architecture that aver-
ages out the power consumption over time using a Phase 
Locked Loop, as well as other necessary utilities required 
in the operation of the track trigger systems. AM09 is 
a version for the track trigger systems at the LHC with 
the ultimate beam energy and intensity. AM09 will have 
more than three times the current memory density of 
AM06, as well as less than half the power consumption, 
and more than 2.5 times the operation frequency tol-
erance. AM09 will be delivered around 2022, and the 
track trigger systems with AM09 (with 8 billion pat-
terns) will replace FTK during the technical shutdown 
of the LHC, which will start from 2024. Since the CDF 
experiment, the associative memory chips for track trig-
ger systems have been developed by the National Insti-
tute for Nuclear Physics (INFN) in Italy. The University 
of Melbourne group has joined the development of the 
AM07 project, and has made a major contribution to 
the design and the characterisation of the chip.

Interdisciplinary applications of associative 
memory
Heavy data traffic is a major concern across many cut-
ting-edge fields of science. Associative memory would 
resolve this problem by reducing the amount of data to 
be processed in real time by subsequent algorithms while 
retaining most of the important information, thereby ex-
ploiting its fast pattern recognition. This principle holds 
a high level of applicability, and we therefore aim to 
achieve breakthroughs across multiple frontiers of science 
via the application of our large-scale low-power associa-
tive memory chip for the LHC upgrades programme. In 
this section, as an example, the author overviews a fast 
image processing system based on a sophisticated human 
vision model using associative memory.

Human vision is an exquisite image processing system 
that identifies the shape, colour and movement of ob-
jects while receiving a large influx of information in real 
time. Among a number of sophisticated human vision 
models, we are developing the implementation of a 
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model proposed by M. Del Viva [13] (“MDV model” 
hereafter) into a hardware system that consists of asso-
ciative memory chips and a Field-Programmable Gate 
Array (FPGA). The MDV model assumes strong data 
reduction based on predefined pattern filtering occur-
ring at an early stage of image processing, and formulates 
a method to define an optimal set of patterns. As we saw, 
the working principle of associative memory is the fast 
filtering of information based on a set of predefined pat-
terns, and it is therefore the perfect device for facilitating 
the implementation of the MDV model.

Figure 6 shows the concept of the system we have been 
developing, taking the 2D image processing as an exam-
ple. In the system, the associative memory chip exclu-
sively performs fast pattern recognition with a set of pre-
defined patterns formulated based on the MDV model, 
and the FPGA takes care of the control of the system and 
other complex algorithms. The MDV model is based on 
information theory. In a set of sample images, a pat-
tern i (in the case of Figure 6, a patch of 3x3 bits) has 
an amount of information that would be expressed as 
Ii = log2  pi , where pi represents the probability of 
occurrence of pattern i in the sample images, and 
the total entropy of the set of predefined patterns is 
H(pi ) = ∑i

N patt (–pilog2 pi ), where Npatt  is the total number 
of possible patterns. The larger the entropy of the patterns, 
the more information the system can retain through fast 
filtering. Adding constraints on memory size and band-
width, the resulting shape of the constrained entropy   
f (p) has a sharp peak as shown in Figure 6. Therefore, it 
is possible to define an optimal range for a set of patterns 
with the highest entropy. Note that the optimal range is 
defined only from the statistical property of the sample 
images and the computing resources of the system. The 
system works as follows.

In the “filter preparation” part:
1. A set of sample images are partitioned into small 3x3 

contiguous bit patches;
2. The probabilities of all possible 3x3 patches in the 

sample images are calculated;
3. Patches within the “optimal range” are selected as the 

optimal filter.
In the “filter application” part:
1. The optimal filter is downloaded into the associative 

memory chip through the control FPGA;
2. Only the pieces of input images that match one of 

the filtering patches are extracted;

3. The input image is reconstructed from the selected 
pieces of information.

During the procedures, the control FPGA can continu-
ously calculate probabilities of all patches to further op-
timise the predefined patterns to the environment. This 
represents a self-learning feature. 

Since this system is based on a general approach, usage 
is not limited to a specific purpose. Also, as this method 
can define an optimal set of patterns taking the comput-
ing resources of the system into account, it can be used 
for a system of any size. Moreover, the self-learning fea-
ture of the system would constitute an important break-
through in the development of many image analysing 
applications that depend on long-trained experts’ eyes, 
such as medical diagnoses and satellite image analysis. 
The status of the hardware implementation of the MDV 
model is given in Ref [14]. Also, the impact of the MDV 
model on the performance of decision-making algo-
rithms working on brain magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) data is being researched [15]. Furthermore, the 
application of associative memory for DNA sequencing 
is being explored [16].

Figure 6: The concept of the vision system.
    To promote applications of associative memory, we 
have been developing a platform for general use, which 
mounts associative memory chips and FPGAs together, 
and can be connected to a commercial PC with a PCI 
type interface. For this type of platform, it is desirable to 
have a System-on-Chip (SoC) chip that accommodates 
associative memory and FPGA on the same die. We 
have been developing such a chip with Xilinx Zynq [17], 
which mounts ARM-based processors, to further extend 
the flexibility of the algorithms to be implemented. For 
example, it would be possible to implement a system 
that performs fast pattern recognition with associative 
memory and more accurate, but relatively slow, pattern 
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recognition with machine learning algorithms, depend-
ing on the required timeframe of applications.

Looking ahead
The development of track trigger systems for the LHC 
is progressing as a top priority. The current operation 
phase of the LHC will finish by the end of 2018. Then, 
after two major shutdowns (one during 2019-2020 for 
the beam injector upgrade; the other during 2024-2026 
for the major replacement of the detectors and for the 
final upgrade of the LHC complex), we will progress to 
a phase of prolific physics exploration with the LHC at 
ultimate capacity: High Luminosity LHC (“HL-LHC”).
 
Before the first shutdown, we aim to have completed the 
commissioning of the FTK and to have established a con-
crete strategy for system data collection and analysis. The 
successful completion of these steps will be the founda-
tion of the physics programme at HL-LHC. In parallel, 
the development of new associative memory chips will 
be progressed without delay. AM07 has already achieved 
many of required capacities for AM09 in design. The 
next critical step is to confirm its performance with a 
prototype in late 2017 to ensure the on-time delivery of 
AM09. The author joined the development of the track 
trigger systems with Prof. Taylor and Prof. Barberio in 
2013, and is building up a group which is capable of 
making essential contributions from scratch. We will 
continue providing high-quality contributions and will 
take the initiative in the top-priority particle physics ex-
periment, continuing Melbourne’s tradition of a strong 
team of experimental physicists.
 
The interdisciplinary application of associative memory 
is an exciting area of research. Pattern recognition is a hot 
topic in many fields of science and a number of methods 
have been developed. Among them, associative memo-
ry pattern recognition is unrivalled in terms of speed. 
We have explored its applications mainly in the field of 
medical image processing and are seeking broader pos-
sibilities, for example, a real-time "Smart Camera”. The 
smart camera is a collective term for vision systems that 
is capable of extracting application-specific information 
from captured images, along with generating event de-
scriptions or making decisions that are then used within 
an intelligent and automated system [18]. An existing 
example of the smart camera is found in the surveillance 
system of Mont Blanc. We are considering how it could 
be used in time-critical applications, such as the moni-
toring of road traffic in city areas or autonomous driv-

ing. Moreover, the platform we have been developing 
will accommodate FPGA with an ARM-CPU as well as 
associative memory chips, enabling the development of 
a system which can deal with pattern recognition prob-
lems across a broad range of system requirements.
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Physics – a launch pad to a diverse and 
exciting career 
Rebecca Lodin – Engineer – Stealth Startup

My physics degree was a great starting point that allowed me the opportunity to engage in a diverse range 
of career paths. I’ve always been inherently interested in science – and a Physics degree at Sydney Uni 
prepared me for an intrepid journey through weather forecasting, high volume manufacturing, optical 
design and research, with a little bit of academia. Now I face my most challenging, yet rewarding project - a 
technical role at an Australian startup, developing next generation products for an increasingly robotic 
future. 

Early Days
I’ve always been interested in how things work, and how 
they are put together. My early childhood memories 
were of disassembling old televisions and stereos when 
they broke down, excited to see what was inside. This 
interest never left me so I feel was always geared to work 
in science and engineering. 

There were a few key moments that solidified this path 
for me when I was younger. I loved lab demonstrations 
in science class at school. Chemical reactions turning 
two clear liquids into a deep cyanic precipitate, pour-
ing liquid nitrogen on bananas, lasers shining on CD’s 
and looking through spectrographs introduced me to a 
whole new set of phenomena that were inspiring. 

In high school, I had the chance for a week of work 
experience at the CSIRO. My first task was to go and 
find a bug and “send it to sleep” in some methanol. We 
took it to a lab, where one of the scientists coated it in 
gold. I was shown a big room with a massive piece of 
equipment in it and was introduced to the technology 
of the scanning electron microscope. I placed my little 
tray with a gold coated bug inside and my adept guide 
started playing with controls until it came into view on a 
screen in the centre of the unit. She zoomed in and I was 
amazed at the level of detail that was achieved. Never in 
my life had I seen such features on a bug. I took some 
pictures which we then saved (on a floppy disk!) and 
brought them home with me. As soon as I could I found 
a printer and stuck the pictures on my wall, proud of my 
most adventurous scientific endeavour so far. 

I cannot imagine a greater way to spark inspiration in 
young people than to see demonstrations of the incred-

ible technology that exists in academic or government 
laboratories. It must be so rewarding for the researchers 
knowing they are planting the seeds for a new genera-
tion of scientists. I still remember with great fondness 
my week of year 10 at the CSIRO. 

It was an easy decision for me to pick science as a subject 
at university. I wasn’t sure at the time whether I wanted 
to major in physics or chemistry so I evenly distributed 
my subjects between the two disciplines. As I progressed, 
it became clear that physics was a better fit for me, and 
geared towards these subjects in final years. I also spent 
some time in philosophy and greatly appreciated the va-
riety. 

Work 
Once I finished my bachelor’s degree, I was keen to get 
into industry and start applying my skills.

My first job was at Weatherzone, a company that assessed 
weather observations and forecasts from multiple sourc-
es, and repackaged them for media. My background in 
physics was not required, but an important asset. Our 
training program was a crash course in weather obser-
vations and forecasting. We were shown how to pre-
dict wind speeds, temperature, rain volume and storm 
and hail severity by analysing sets of data produced by 
various computer models all over the world. We would 
compare data from these models which would give us 
our forecast type and confidence. 

This was a terrific experience early in my career, as it 
stressed attention to detail and keeping a meticulous 
time schedule. Errors and mistakes could result in TV 
stations calling me directly with an angry presenter on 
the end of the line. 
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Whilst working at Weather Zone I found a new op-
portunity at a fiber optics company. The name of the 
company was Optium and they were located at the Aus-
tralian technology park. Although I enjoyed weather 
forecasting, this job was more closely aligned with my 
skills developed in university and my personal interests, 
so I made the switch. 

Speaking of switches, that is what I was making in my 
first role– a wavelength selective switch (WSS)[1]. It was 
a way to dynamically re-route channels of light com-
ing in from a fiber optic network using liquid crystal 
on silicon (LCoS) technology[2]. My physics education 
was very relevant for understanding how the product 
worked, and although I was only assembling it, having a 
solid understanding of its inner workings was invaluable 
for problem solving. 

It was here I had my first exposure to manufacturing.  
I had never thought of how to make a high tech prod-
uct before, and this job gave me my first insight in how 
difficult it is. Making sure a product can perform well 
in robust environmental conditions is a problem requir-
ing whole departments to solve. Developing a highly-
controlled method to manufacture such a product is no 
easy feat either. 

I had the opportunity to gain skills by learning about 
methods of improving production practises. I was ex-
posed to the theory of lean manufacturing and continu-
ous improvement, and what needs to be done to achieve 
this. Lean manufacturing as an overall concept involves 
reducing waste and maximising value. Our team was 

taught tools to implement these principles. It was a great 
experience to work in a new area and gain a fresh insight 
into efficient product assembly. 

A brief intermission
After several years working in manufacturing I went 
back to University to do my honours year and extend 
my skillset in optics and photonics. My research topic 
was in biophotonics using silk material, and work per-
formed in this time contributed to a publication in 
2014 [2]. I very much like the idea of solving medical 

problems using optics and photonics and working on 
a product in this space is a goal I would like to achieve 
sometime in my career.

It was a steep learning curve after 5 years in industry 
to try and remember what was covered in my degree, 
but the challenge was exciting. As the year progressed it 
became clear to me that I enjoyed the environment of 
industry more, and as the year came to an end I went on 
the hunt for a job again. 

I received an opportunity from my previous employer 
(now called Finisar), but instead of manufacturing I 
would work in Research and Development. It was excit-
ing to experience a different perspective – this time ana-
lysing design and assembly method. Having the extra 
experimental research and optics skills from my honours 
year was vital to working in the group. 

A lot of consideration goes into a product during the 
design process. Cost, design for manufacturing and au-
tomation, component complexity and availability from 
suppliers are just some of the key issues to note. Once 
component and housing design is finished, a repeatable 

Figure 1: Drawing synoptic charts for media use (Picture 

courtesy of weatherzone)

Figure 2: Manufacturing at Finisar (Picture courtesy of 

Finisar Australia)
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Figure 3: Ring resonators fabricated using silk fibroin material during my honours project for use in point of care sensing 

applications. 

and reliable method of putting a product together as 
efficiently as possible must be identified. This requires 
input and advice from multiple teams to ensure success.  

My time spend in research and development was ex-
tremely fulfilling and I am thankful to have been part 
of such a great team. I had exposure to everything from 
temperature analysis to process automation with many 
projects in between. I also had the opportunity to inter-
act with teams of other disciplines and work on projects 
together. 

Where Finisar was a huge organisation with a large 
Australian presence, my next (and current) job is in a 
company much smaller by comparison. We are in stealth 
mode so I will not mention our name or what we do, 
but I will talk about my experience so far.  

Startup Fever
Changing from a big organisation to a small startup is 
a massive shift in perspective. In a large company there 
tends to be a well structured set of groups, with each 
one working on particular tasks. Projects are set out far 
in advance and any changes must go through a chain 
of approvals before they are implemented. The role of 
each member of the team is well defined, and although 
projects change, people tend to stick with their specialty. 

Working in my first start up has been a very different 
experience. Priorities can shift daily and our ability to 
adapt quickly is a super power. Everyone needs to be pre-
pared to wear several different hats and try new things. 
There is not always someone who is a specialist in what 
is needed, so you may just have to “figure it out” – even 

if it has nothing to do with your current knowledge set. 
Timing is critical so crunching through ideas needs to 
be done fast with multiple iterations. Everyone is under 
pressure, so teams need to be able to help each other out 
when key goals need to be met. 

Naturally as we have to cover so much ground, every 
skill I have developed ended up being useful. It is in 
situations like this where a well-rounded education and 
career is a great asset. Having exposure to different sci-
entific disciplines from university, as well as experience 
picked up during my career, for example programming, 
manufacturing, reliability, and process development 
were all relevant. I also learn many new things on the 
fly – engaging with suppliers from around the world, 
iterating product revisions with lightning speed and piv-
oting on ideas based on updated feedback are crucial in 
meeting our targets.  

The work is hard, but rewarding. There is no greater 
sense of achievement than a team coming together and 
all vitally contributing to the successful completion of 
our aims. 

Every place I have worked has been a vastly different 
but an extremely important experience for me. Not only 
have I been able to amass a wide skill set, but I have 
learnt how important team work, priority setting and 
timely execution of goals is. 

There are so many more experiences to have and lessons 
to learn - I look forward to see what the next 
chapters bring! 
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BOOK REVIEW
Fundamentals of 
Condensed Matter 
Physics 
By Marvin L. Cohen and  
Steven G. Louie

Cambridge University Press 
(United Kingdom, 2016)
Hardback, 446 pages
ISBN: 9780521513319

Reviewed by Professor Mukunda Das, RSPE, The Aus-
tralian National University, Canberra.

This book is written by two well-known condensed-mat-
ter theorists and is mainly based on lectures delivered for 
graduate courses covering a period over five decades. It is 
another useful addition to a large number of text/refer-
ence books on Condensed-Matter Physics. The authors 
have correctly admitted in their preface, “It is probably 
impossible to produce a book that fills the complete bill 
for a course…” Therefore they have chosen a selected 
range of topics from the current CMP scenario.

Modern Condensed-Matter Physics evolved from the 
old Solid-State Physics by embracing many-body/collec-
tive aspects of matter. At centre it deals with all kinds 
of systems consisting of Fermions and Bosons interact-
ing in all kinds of configurations. In the last five decades 
new exciting discoveries appeared under the name of 
“emergent phenomena”. This complex – and fundamen-
tal – aspect is no longer ignorable in modern advanced 
treatments of CMP, not only theoretically, but in the 
near future in terms of device design. Examples are: the 
fractional quantum Hall effect; topological states; High 
Tc superconductivity; meta-materials; multiferroics etc. 
Some of these would justifiably have found a place, even 
if briefly, in this book.  I fully agree with the authors that 
for a one-volume edition, one cannot possibly deal with 
every important condensed matter phenomenon, for 
which one has to refer to individual specialized papers/
books. Nevertheless something is missing in this book 
related to the above background.

Primarily the book is divided into four parts with un-
equal emphases. Part I is very basic and pedagogic. It 
begins admirably with conceptual models of interacting 
atoms and elementary excitations. Examples of band-

structure aspects are given for some semiconductors, 
using empirical pseudo-potential approach. Part II deals 
with interacting electrons in solids, dynamics of elec-
trons, and response of electrons to a weak external po-
tential (linear response). Density functional theory for 
the ground state and the Kohn-Sham method are de-
scribed clearly, though briefly. The dielectric function is 
derived at the basic level of the random phase approxima-
tion (RPA), with many useful applications.  

Part III covers optical and electron transport of materi-
als with and without magnetic fields. Only the integer 
quantum Hall effect is treated. This part puts major em-
phasis on various properties: vibrational, thermal, optical 
and transport behaviour of real materials. The final Part 
IV begins with a sketchy many-body introduction. Lan-
dau’s Fermi liquid theory, indispensable for the weakly 
interacting electrons in normal metals, appears in a small 
paragraph. Superconductivity is described in some de-
tail, though at times the origin of various aspects is left 
unexplained. Multi-order parameter superconductivity 
or vortex phase diagrams are excluded.

Chapter 15 on magnetism is too brief. The last Section 
of Part IV gives a bird’s eye view of low-dimensional sys-
tems, including nanostructures. Under the assumption 
of a clean ballistic limit, the so-called Landauer formula 
is derived without the most cursory examination of scat-
tering, both elastic and inelastic. Finite conductance, 
whose inverse is of course finite resistance (rendering the 
system dissipative) should demand some attention to the 
mesoscopic physics of dissipation.

There are unfortunate misprints and undefined quan-
tities. Examples: the “Bethe-Goldstone” Eq. (14.91) is 
incorrect. On p322 the parameter Hcb is undefined and 
on the next page it is identified as Hc, the bulk thermo-
dynamic field. Eq (14.79) for Type I superconductivity 
is inappropriate, as there is no upper critical field Hc2 for 
type I superconductors. How magnesium becomes ferro-
magnetic under certain condition (p386) is unexplained. 
In the chapter on magnetism (Ch.15) the Kondo effect 
and Hubbard model, two relevant and very important 
items, are described too briefly, with merely one page 
each. Some Sections are better treated than others. There 
are many such problems. I expect the authors will ad-
dress those in the next edition.

Despite these weak points the book may be helpful for 
students interested in basic condensed-matter phenom-
ena. The authors have listed many additional reference 
books and reviews, though now rather elderly.
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 AIP Women in Physics Lecture Tour
CALL FOR NOMINATIONS - 2018

The Australian Institute of Physics Women in Physics Lecture Tour 
celebrates the contribution of women to advances in physics. Under 
this scheme, a woman who has made a significant contribution in 

a field of physics will be selected to present lectures in venues ar-
ranged by each participating branch of the AIP.  Nominations are 

currently sought for the AIP WIP Lecturer for 2018. 

NOMINATION REQUIREMENTS 

1.  Completed WIP Lecture Tour nomination  
 form (accessible via the web site listed   
 above) 
2.  Information requested on the nomination  
 form include the following:

• Nominee’s name and contact details

• A detailed record of presentations to the 
general public, schools and media

• A brief statement of the research area of 
interest to the nominee

• An outline of the nominee’s significant 
contributions to physics

• References to key publications in which  
these contributions were presented (via 
curriculum vitae) 

• Evidence of the nominee’s ability to give 
a lecture which will excite an enthusiastic 
response in senior secondary and 
undergraduate students. (NOTE: this 
requirement must be adequately addressed  
in order for the nominee to be considered  
for selection)

• Self-nominations should include names of 
two referees who can attest to the ability of 
the nominee to give lectures appropriate for 
the target audience. 

Closing Date: Friday 1 December 2017

Applications and nominations should be sent by 
email: olivia.samardzic@dst.defence.gov.au

We are seeking a woman working overseas who:

•  has made a significant contribution in a  
 field of physics research  
•  has demonstrated public speaking ability 
•  is available in 2018 to visit Canberra and    
each of the six Australian State capital cities    
and surrounding regions.

Presentations will include school lectures,  
public lectures and research colloquia, subject  
to negotiation with the various AIP branches  
and their contacts. School and public lectures  
are expected to be of interest to non-specialist  
physics audiences, and to increase awareness among 
students and their families of the possibilities offered 
by continuing to study physics.  
University lectures will be presented at a level suitable 
for the individual audience (professional or graduate). 
Air/surface travel and accommodation will be 
provided.

Nominations should be sent via email to the AIP 
Special Projects Officer (see information below)  
via the nomination form available from the Women in 
Physics Lecturer page of the  
AIP website: http://www.aip.org.au/info/?q=content/
women-physics-lecturer  

Self-nomination is welcomed, as are nominations from 
branches or employers/colleagues.
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SAMPLINGS
Gravitational-wave detections are not cor-
related noise! 

The LIGO Hanford (orange) and LIGO Livingston (blue) 
gravitational-wave signals from September 2015, with the 
delay removed. (Courtesy: LIGO)

A physicist working on the LIGO gravitational-wave 
detectors has responded to a claim by physicists in 
Denmark that LIGO’s first-ever detection of a gravita-
tional wave in September 2015 may not have actually 
occurred. James Creswell, Sebastian von Hausegger, 
Andrew Jackson, Hao Liu, and Pavel Naselsky of the 
Niels Bohr Institute in Copenhagen posted their own 
analysis of LIGO data on the arXiv preprint server 
(arXiv:1706.04191 [astro-ph.IM]). Their work sug-
gests that the noise in LIGO’s two detectors is corre-
lated. Furthermore, they point out that the time delay 
associated with the correlation is the same as the time 
it should take for a gravitational wave to propagate 
between the detectors, which are more than 3000 km 
apart. Detecting the same wave in two detectors with 
the appropriate time delay plays a crucial role in identi-
fying gravitational waves from background noise. As a 
result, Creswell and colleagues suggest that the Septem-
ber detection (and two subsequent detections) could 
simply be correlated noise. Not so, says LIGO member 
Ian Harry of the Max Planck Institute for Gravitational 
Physics in Potsdam-Golm, who has responded in a blog 
(www.preposterousuniverse.com/blog/2017/06/18/). 
Harry says that the noise correlations seen by the Dan-
ish team are related to an error in how they analysed 
the data and that the noise correlations reported by 
Creswell and colleagues do not exist.

Owl wings could hold secret to noiseless 
aircraft
The silent flight of owls could help suppress aircraft and 
turbine noise. A team from Chiba University in Japan 
has studied the unique features of owl wings that allow 
them to fly noiselessly. 

Owl wings feature serrations on the leading edge that help 
them fly silently. (Courtesy: CC-BY-SA-2.0 Takashi Hososhi-
ma)

The wings of these nocturnal creatures feature serrations 
on the leading edge, fringes on the trailing edge and 
velvet-like surfaces. Focusing on the serrations, Hao Liu 
and colleagues analysed owl-inspired feather wing mod-
els with and without the comb-like features to under-
stand the role they play in noise suppression. “We want-
ed to understand how these features affect aerodynamic 
force production and noise reduction, and whether they 
could be applied elsewhere,” says Liu. 

To study how air flows around an owl’s wing, the re-
searchers used computational simulations, particle-im-
age velocimetry (PIV) and wind-tunnel experiments. 
They found that the leading-edge serrations passively 
control the transition between streamline and turbulent 
air flows over the wings. At shallow wing angles, how-
ever, Liu and team also discovered there is a trade-off 
between force production and sound suppression, as the 
serrated edge reduces aerodynamic performance. 

The team hope this work may have have industrial 
applications. “These owl-inspired leading-edge serra-
tions, if applied to wind-turbine blades, aircraft wings 
or drone rotors, could provide a useful biomimetic 
design for flow control and noise reduction,” explains 
Liu, “At a time when issues of noise are one of the main 
barriers to the building of wind turbines, for exam-
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ple, a method for reducing the noise they generate is  
most welcome.”
[Chen Rao et al., Bioinspiration and Biomimetrics, 12 
046008 (2017)]

Extracted with permission from an item by Sarah Tesh 
at physicsworld.com.

Work begins on US neutrino experiment
Construction has begun on a huge neutrino facility lo-
cated at the Sanford Underground Research Facility in 
Lead, South Dakota. The Long-Baseline Neutrino Fa-
cility (LBNF) will study the properties of neutrinos in 
unprecedented detail, as well as the differences in behav-
iour between neutrinos and antineutrinos. Institutions 
in 30 countries are involved with the LBNF, which will 
take about a decade to build and once complete will be 
the world’s highest-intensity neutrino beam.

Officials at the Long-Baseline Neutrino Facility break 
ground. (Courtesy: Reidar Hahn, Fermilab)

The centrepiece of the LBNF is a four-storey-high neu-
trino detector – dubbed the Deep Underground Neu-
trino Experiment (DUNE) – that will be built almost 
1500 m underground in South Dakota. The detector is 
made up of four tanks that are each filled with 17,000 
tonnes of liquid argon. 

DUNE will measure the neutrinos that are generated by 
Fermilab, which lies around 1300 km away just outside 
Chicago. Fermilab will accelerate protons before smash-
ing them into a piece of graphite. The particles that 
emerge from these collisions will go into a 200 m-long 
tunnel and decay into neutrinos. The neutrinos will first 
arrive at a “near detector” at Fermilab, where the beam 
will be characterized before heading on a 1300 km jour-
ney underground to DUNE. The neutrinos then inter-
act with the liquid argon, producing electrons that can 
be easily measured. 

“The start of construction on this world-leading science 
experiment is cause for celebration, not just because of 
its positive impacts on the economy and on America’s 
strong relationships with our international partners, but 
also because of the fantastic discoveries that await us be-
yond the next horizon,” says US energy secretary Rick 
Perry. “I’m proud to support the efforts by Fermilab, 
Sanford Underground Research Facility and CERN, 
and we’re pleased to see it moving forward.” 

Extracted with permission from an item by Michael 
Banks at physicsworld.com.

UK will fund Joint European Torus beyond 
Brexit
The UK government will continue to fund the Joint Eu-
ropean Torus (JET) nuclear-fusion experiment until at 
least 2020, despite the country’s intention to leave the 
European Union (EU) in March 2019. JET is located in 
Oxfordshire and is run by the European Consortium for 
the Development of Fusion Energy, which gets about 
half of its funding from the EU’s Euratom Horizon 
2020 programme. 

The toroidal vessel of the Joint European Torus. (Courtesy: 
European Consortium for the Development of Fusion Energy)

JET is operated by the Culham Centre for Fusion En-
ergy (CCFE) – the UK’s national fusion research labora-
tory – under a four-year €283m contract that expires in 
2018. About 88% of the running costs of JET are paid 
for by the EU, causing some to worry about the fate of 
the lab after Brexit. 

In a bid to renew the contract, the UK Department for 
Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy says that it will 
continue to pay its “fair share” of JET running costs un-
til 2020. Industry Secretary Greg Clark says: “JET is a 
prized facility at the centre of the UK’s global leadership 
in nuclear fusion research.” 
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JET is a magnetic-confinement plasma-physics experi-
ment and is used to study how nuclei could be made to 
fuse together to unleash large amounts of clean energy. 
It is the precursor to the ITER fusion-energy demon-
strator, which is currently being built in France. JET 
supports 1300 jobs in the UK, 600 of which are highly 
skilled scientists and engineers. 

Extracted with permission from an item by Hamish 
Johnston is at physicsworld.com.

Cutbacks hit radio-telescope project
Rising costs have forced scientists to cut back plans for 
the world’s largest radio telescope, known as the Square 
Kilometre Array (SKA). The project’s first phase will 
now contain fewer antennas spread over a smaller area 

with poorer frequency coverage than was envisaged two 
years ago. Even though representatives of the 10 coun-
tries funding the SKA are confident that the observa-
tory will “deliver transformational science capabilities”, 
astronomers are nonetheless worried about the impact 
of a far more compact set of antennas in Australia. 

As its name suggests, the SKA will ultimately consist of 
antennas with a combined collecting area of 1 km2. Its 
full design calls for thousands of mid-frequency radio 
dishes spread out across southern Africa and a million 
low-frequency dipole antennas distributed throughout 
Australasia. But with a likely price tag of several billion 
Euros, the partner countries – currently Australia, Cana-
da, China, India, Italy, New Zealand, South Africa, Swe-
den, the Netherlands and the UK – are initially building 
a slimmed-down version known as SKA1. 

However, even SKA1 is proving a headache. A first in-
carnation, consisting of 250 dishes in Africa and about 
250,000 antennas in Australia, was proposed in 2013 
in response to a cost cap of €674m (in 2016 prices) im-

posed by the partner countries. Yet a subsequent increase 
in the estimated cost meant that the proposal had to be 
scaled back two years later. Now, following a further 
price rise of about €150m, plans have had to be pared 
back further still. 

At a meeting held in the Netherlands on 18–19 July, the 
SKA council approved a “deployment baseline” drawn 
up by the project’s management. Compared to the de-
sign laid out in 2015, this involves reducing the number 
of African dishes by three to 130 and spreading those 
dishes out over just 120 km – as opposed to 150 km. It 
also halves the number of dishes that are sensitive to all 
three of the frequency bands foreseen at this stage of the 
project and reduces equipment used to observe pulsars. 
The cutbacks also involve slashing computing power by 
more than 80% with the idea that the shortfall can be 
made up when processors are cheaper. 

Heino Falcke, a radio astronomer at Radboud Univer-
sity in Nijmegen, the Netherlands, says he is “surprised 
in a positive sense” with what he describes as “fairly 
modest” changes. He is, however, worried by cuts to the 
Australian portion of the project. These involve reduc-
ing the number of antenna stations from 512 to 476 
and squeezing those stations along a “baseline” of 40 km 
rather than 65 km. Doing so, he explains, might impede 
astronomers’ ability to remove foreground radio noise 
when measuring hydrogen emission from the universe’s 
“dark age” shortly after the Big Bang – one of the SKA’s 
headline aims. “I hope it would still be possible,” he says, 
“but the change adds uncertainty.” 

According to Philip Diamond, director-general of the 
SKA Organisation based at Jodrell Bank in the UK, as-
tronomers advising on the cuts had initially said that 
40 km would probably be enough, but that after do-
ing additional modelling of the telescope’s likely perfor-
mance they became “a little bit concerned” about the 
shortening. “They haven’t finished those simulations yet, 
but they raised their hands and said they are not sure 
about this,” he says. Diamond says that the Australian 
baseline could be extended back to 50 km at a cost of 
about €14m, which, he suggests, could be made avail-
able if just one of seven possible new partner countries 
joins the project. 

Extracted with permission from an item by Edwin Car-
tlidge at physicsworld.com.

Artist’s impression of the SKA mid-frequency dishes in 
Africa. (Courtesy: SKA Organisation)
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PRODUCT NEWS

Coherent Scientific
Aerotech HexGen HEX500-350HL Hexapod 
Introducing the next generation of 6 degrees of freedom 
positioning systems, the Aerotech HexGenTM systems 
offer a high-load, ultra-precise hexapod ideal for ap-
plications in X-Ray diffraction, sensor and component 
testing and high-force manipulation. Offering supe-
rior structural design, flexibility in configurations and 
the powerful HEXRC controller, the HexGenTM pro-
vides the ultimate performance and is the only hexapod 
on the market with guaranteed positioning accuracy  
specifications.

Key Features:
• Six degrees-of-freedom positioning with linear trav-

els of 110 mm and 40o angular motion. Precision 
design with guaranteed positioning accuracy speci-
fications

• Minimum incremental motion of 20 nm in XYZ 
and 0.2 µrad angular motion.

• Flexible configurations and customisation
• Powerful HEXRC controller based on award-win-

ning A3200 technology, providing visualisation of 
the hexapod workspace and coordinate systems

• Contact Jeshua Graham 0488 177 540 or  
jeshua.graham@coherent.com.au

New High-Power Femtosecond Lasers
Coherent’s original Monaco is a “one box” diode-
pumped ultrafast laser delivering 40 µJ at 1035 nm, 
with repetition rate variable from single shot to 1 MHz. 
Standard pulsewidth is <400 fs and an option is available 
for variable pulse width from <400 fs to 10 ps.

Coherent has recently released new versions of the Mo-
naco. The Monaco 1035-60 delivers 60 µJ at 1035 nm 
with average power of 40 W while the Monaco 517-30 
delivers 30 µJ at 517 nm with average power of 20 W.

Monaco has outstanding beam quality (M2 < 1.2) mak-
ing it ideal for demanding micromachining applications 
in research and industrial environments. Homogeneous 
materials such as glass and metals as well as complex lay-
ered structures are readily addressed with Monaco’s sub-
400 fs pulsewidths. Contact Paul Wardill 0419 810 220 
or paul.wardill@coherent.com.au
 
New VSM – Advanced Measurement Performance
The new 8600 series VSM from Lake Shore raises the 
bar for magnetometer performance and convenience. 
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A complete change in the acquisition architecture per-
mits an unprecedented data rate with exceptional built-
in noise suppression. New automated sample alignment 
ensures the best measurement sensitivity and measure 
repeatability.

With a very low noise floor, just 25 nemu, the new 
8600 affords measurements with noise comparable to 
SQUID. The 8600 Series also offers the widest sample 
temperature range from 4.2 K to 1273 K.

Field setting resolution of 1 mOe is available across the 
entire measurement range, and especially helpful in 
regions where the moment gradient ΔM is high. This 
fine resolution, combined with high sensitivity and fast 
measurement speed make the 8600 Series ideal for first 
order reversal curve (FORC) measurements, which in-
herently involve very large data sets.

Contact Christian to learn more 0408 617 243 or  
christian.gow@coherent.com.au

For further information please contact: Jeshua Graham, 
jeshua.graham@coherent.com.au.

Coherent Scientific 
116 Sir Donald Bradman Drive,Hilton SA 5033 
Ph: (08) 8150 5200      Fax: (08) 8352 2020 
www.coherent.com.

Warsash Scientific
Multi-line laser platform with up to four lasers
Cobolt AB, Swedish manufacturer of high performance 
lasers, introduces a revolutionary multi-line laser plat-
form, SkyraTM.  The SkyraTM can integrate up to four 
laser lines into a single laser unit.

Unlike laser combiners the SkyraTM is a highly compact 
(70 x 134 x 38 mm3), fully integrated multi-line laser 
that requires no external electronics.  The range of laser 
lines that can be incorporated into the laser are: 405, 
445, 473, 488, 515, 532, 553, 561, 633, 638, 647 and 
660 nm.  The individual laser lines can be directly inten-
sity modulated with output powers of up to 100 mW 
each.  The SkyraTM is perfectly suited for easy-to-use ana-
lytical instruments and application in the life sciences, 
such as microscopy and flow cytometry.

All Cobolt lasers are manufactured using proprietary 
HTCure™ technology and the resulting compact her-
metically sealed package provides a very high level of im-
munity to varying environmental conditions along with 
exceptional reliability. Lasers built using the HTCure™ 
technology have been shown to withstand multiple 60 
G mechanical shocks in operation without any sign 
of degraded performance. With thousands of installed 
units in the field, HTCure™ has proven to be one of the 
most reliable methods for making industrial grade lasers.

L-731 XY stage from Physik Instrumente
Physik Instrumente, a global leader in the design and 
manufacture of high precision motion control systems, 
has launched the L-731 XY stage. Designed for applica-
tions in industry and research the L-731 is a high preci-
sion large platform XY stage with non-contact optical 
encoders that measure the position of the motion plat-
form so that nonlinearity, mechanical play or elastic de-
formation have no influence on position measuring.

With a travel range of 205 x 205 mm2, 2-phase step-
per or DC motor options and a resolution and re-
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peatability of 50 nm and 0.1 mm respectively, the 
L-731 is an industry leading motion control solution. 

High power sub-nanosecond laser in 1064, 532  
or 355 nm
Photonics Industries, the pioneer of intracavity solid-
state harmonic lasers, has introduced a new SN Series 
diode pumped solid state laser with high power and sub-
nanosecond pulse widths.
The SN Series are designed in a compact, indus-
trial grade all-in-one form factor that integrates the 
laser and electronics into a single unit with pulse 
widths from 150 ps to 1 ns, variable repetition rates 
from 1 kHz to 20 MHz and output powers of 70 W 
(1064 nm), 50 W (532 nm) and 25 W (355 nm). 

Possible applications for the SN series laser are:
• LIDAR
• Laser induced fluorescence spectroscopy
• Pump laser
• Glass/solar cell cutting and scribing
• Marking, engraving and dicing

The ability to have the flexibility of sub-ns to 100 ps 
pulse width selection in combination with the highest 
power commercially available laser uniquely positions 
the SN series as a solution for a large range of existing 
and emerging industrial and research applications in 
material processing.

For more information contact Warsash Scientific at 
sales@warsash.com.au 
 
Warsash Scientific 
PO Box 1685, Strawberry Hills NSW 2012 
T: +61 2 9319 0122    F: +61 2 9318 2192 
www.warsash.com.au

Lastek 
taccor turn-key GHz femtosecond laser
• Self-locking and maintaining
• Stable and robust
• True hands off turn-key system
• Wavelength tunable
• Integrated pump laser

The  taccor  is a unique turn-key femtosecond laser 
with a 1 GHz or 10 GHz repetition rate that delivers 
up to 1.8 W of average power in pulses as short as 15 
fs. Tunability is offered between 740 nm and 930 nm. 
Its innovative design combines a compact hermetically 
sealed, vibration-resistant laser head that incorporates 
the Ti:Sapphire oscillator and pump laser, with a full 
feature control unit. The control unit houses the field 
replaceable pump diodes, isolating temperature effects 
from the head, and provides intelligent control that 
monitors laser performance and carries out diagnostics 
analysis. The result is a highly stable and reproducible 
product with a long lifetime and low cost of ownership, 

offering a 3 year/9000 hour warranty. There are five ver-
sions of the  taccor: The  taccor one  - selectable (fixed) 
wavelength, the taccor power - highest power, the taccor 
ultra - shortest pulse duration, the taccor tune - tunable 
wavelength using a touch screen or control software and 
the taccor x10 - 10 times higher repetition rate.

Omni-λ Bright Series Tunable Light Sources  
from Zolix
Omni-λ Bright Series Tunable Light Sources includes 
200 mm focal length spectrograph, 75 W Xenon light 
source and other necessary accessories. It arrives fully as-
sembled and optically pre-aligned with high throughput 
and an individual characterization report. Lastek will 
work with you to create the system that best suits for 
your specialised requirements.
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Spectral range 260 nm-1000 nm, covers a broad range 
of scientific, OEM and research applications. Com-
pared to the typical performance of a traditional lamp 
housing design with a spherical reflector and condenser 

lens, the optical collection efficiency of Omni-λ Bright 
light source with ellipsoidal reflector design is about two 
times higher than the traditional housing. To get the 
same optical throughput as Omni-λ Bright light source 
with a 75 W lamp, a traditional housing would require 
a 500 W lamp!

Gentec-EO announce Blu, the Bluetooth connected 
All-in-One detector & meter
This new line of All-in-One detectors from Gentec-EO 
combine a detector and a meter with Bluetooth connec-
tivity in one convenient product. The small but power-
ful meter of the BLU Series presents a Bluetooth con-
nection so you can display the results on your mobile 
device with the Gentec-EO BLU app available for both 
iOS and Android systems. Need to use it with a PC? 
Simply plug in the included Bluetooth receptor and be 
ready to make power or energy measurements within 
seconds!

• All-in-one detector + meter: this new line of All-
inOne detectors combine a detector and a meter 
with Bluetooth connectivity in one convenient 
product

• Safer work environment: operators can be far from 
the detector while making measurements (up to 30 
m, depending on the environment and barriers). 
And with less cables in the workspace, accidents  
are less likely to happen!

• Incredible performance: BLU detectors offer the 
same performance as the usual detector + monitor 

combination, from mW to kW
• Long battery life: the USB-rechargeable Li-ion  

battery lasts up to 5 continuous days with the 
device running

• Compact size: perfect for the lab, OEM applica-
tions and field servicing. No need to carry a meter!

• Lower re calibration costs:  
One Product = One Calibration. Reduce your  
re-calibration costs by half!

For more information please contact Lastek at  
sales@lastek.com.au

Lastek Pty Ld 
10 Reid St, Thebarton, SA 5031 
Toll Free: Australia 1800 882 215 ; NZ 0800 441 005 
T: +61 8 8443 8668 ; F: +61 8 8443 8427 
web: www.lastek.com.au

For all information about the Australian Institute of Physics,  
visit:  www.aip.org.au
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Featuring titles from leading voices in Australasian research

Have you discovered IOP ebooks yet?
Your local bookshelf: explore pioneering research from leading researchers 

with renowned Australasian institutions and discover what makes this 
award-winning book programme different to other collections.

Present the code ‘CAUL’ at your library for package discounts in 2017. 
Visit iopscience.org/books to discover more.

IOP Expanding Physics

Ultrafast  
Spectroscopy
Quantum information and wavepackets

Joel Yuen-Zhou
Jacob J Krich 
Ivan Kassal

Allan S Johnson
Alán Aspuru-Guzik

IOP Concise Physics      A Morgan & Claypool Publication

The Physics of
Thermoelectric 
Energy Conversion
H Julian Goldsmid

IOP Expanding Physics

Quantum Statistical 
Mechanics
Equilibrium and non-equilibrium 
theory from first principles

Phil Attard

IOP Concise Physics      A Morgan & Claypool Publication

Semiconductor 
Integrated Optics for
Switching Light
Charlie Ironside

IOP Concise Physics      A Morgan & Claypool Publication

Mitigation of Cancer
Therapy Side-Effects
with Light
Raj Nair
René-Jean Bensadoun

Forthcoming

Atom-light 
interactions in 
a nutshell  
Amita Deb
University of Otago 

IOP Concise Physics      A Morgan & Claypool Publication

A Pedagogical
Introduction to
Electroweak
Baryogenesis
Graham Albert White

Forthcoming

The Stochastic 
Handbook 
A User’s Guide and 
Manual for xSPDE 

Peter Drummond
Swinburne University 
of Technology



(08) 8150 5200
sales@coherent.com.au
www.coherent.com.au

Dedicated to the 
Science of Motion

Nanopositioners
• Linear stages, 1nm resolution

• Rotary stages, 0.01 arc-second resolution

• Vertical Lift and Z Stages

• Goniometers

Linear Stages
• Rugged design

• Many models, travel range 50-1500mm

• Maximum travel speed 1400mm/s

• Accuracy  ±6 µm

Hexapods
• Six degrees-of-freedom positioning

• 110mm linear travel

• 40° angular motion

• Flexible configurations and customisation

Read more in the Product News section inside


